SMART MONEY GUIDE:

CHOOSE YOUR CLOUD CAREFULLY
CHANGING EVALUATION CRITERIA TO AVOID DISASTER
AND ACHIEVE REAL, MEASURABLE AND SUSTAINABLE VALUE.
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Eliminating Digital & Business
Transformation Disruption.
Delivering Enduring Business Advantage in an Age
of Digital Disruption and Confusion.

Cloud-based enterprise business
transformation options are many. Yet,
for every option there are many well
documented project selection and
implementation failures.
Cloud digital transformation projects require
a different evaluation and selection criteria
that keeps you from becoming the next “bad
news” story.

THE CURRENT REALITY.
Operating in the cloud simplifies operations and
reduces cost, right?
If so, why do so many companies struggle
with moving and maintaining their business
in the cloud? After all, difficult transitions and
unexpected on-going operating costs for the early
adopters generate bad news stories which make
potential cloud adopters justifiably nervous.

AVOID BEING A “BAD NEWS” STORY.
Gartner Group and the Project Management
Institute surveys show that over 70% of projects
fail and over 35% of digital transformation
projects fail to show any business benefit.
How can you avoid becoming a bad news story or
the next failure statistic?
The answer may be as simple as applying a new
set of evaluation criteria to ensure you chose the
right long-term vendor partner.

VENDOR PARTNER CHOICE.
The vendor partner you choose largely influences
whether or not you are a “bad news” story.
Choose wrong and you’re sure to have schedule
delays, cost overruns and frustration. Choose
right and you achieve your transformation
objectives within timelines and budgets.
Take a peek at the new evaluation criteria on
the next page. You’ll see how to become a “good
news” story.

It’s not about Feature
and Function any More.
Going through numerous Tier One digital and
business transformation demonstrations and
proposals reveal an important insight:
Tier One cloud options essentially do the same
things with regard to standard functionality and
features utilized by most companies of almost every
size.
Years of platform designers, developers, executives
and salespeople moving in and out of these
companies have essentially normalized the platforms
around a common core set of capabilities.
Likewise, as Tier One digital transformation cloud
providers have continually improved their options,
many of the features and functions that used to be
“custom” are now offered as standard.
So what really makes the difference? Service. Cloud
platform and software (PaaS, SaaS) are all about
service. The provider that best understands how to
service a customer wins client.

“

In the old world, you dedicated
30% of your time to building a
great service and 70% of your
time shouting about it. In the new
world, that inverts.”
Jeff Bezos,
Founder/CEO
Amazon

1

Partner vs. Vendor
Getting cloud-based business transformation from a third-party requires an evaluation of the provider as a long-term
partner and not as a vendor. Partners invest in the relationship with time, cost sharing, and exceptional service.
Customers must spend time evaluating the “relationship” side of the digital transformation and platform provider,
asking whether they function as a true Service organization. Many Customers have been surprised when the
provider’s key sales and delivery support people disappear after the project, leaving their on-going concerns to lower
level staff or to a third party source.

2

Research and Development History
Cloud-based digital transformation has rapidly evolved and is very competitive. A company’s approach to research
and development needs to be carefully evaluated. This involves not only the development roadmap of capability but
an understanding of how the platform partner includes more subjective criteria in their design which improves ease
of use, screen layout, user experience and platform flexibility (ability to extend core capability through connections
to other applications). It’s no secret that todays professionals in the workforce, having grown up with technology
always at their side, demand simple, beautiful and intuitive user experiences filled with leading edge and integrated
functionality.

3

The Cost of Business
The cost of doing business with cloud platform partners, especially Tier One providers, requires evaluation. It’s
common that many businesses still need to retain a small staff to manage the provider relationship, test frequent
upgrades, provide continuous performance and capability improvement and deliver some level of “in house” support.
Be careful as many traditional digital transformation sources have yet to create a full service-oriented organization ,
making customer support truly turnkey and offering the best user and performance experience possible.

4

Technical Capabilities
Prior to cloud-based transformation, a vendor’s business centered around one-time software sales with the burden
of ongoing operating costs placed upon the customer. With today’s cloud-based options you must trust the selected
platform to technically manage the environment which you previously controlled. Test that the transformation option
you choose protects your interests and makes your user’s lives easier.

5

Forget Brand Names
Brand recognition is no longer an indicator of value or the defacto safe choice for your business. In fact, often those
legacy vendors with the greatest brand recognition are those struggling the most to make the transition to cloud,based digital and business transformation. Let alone successfully helping their customers transition to the cloud. And,
with many standard features and functions moving toward commoditization, paying a premium for a brand name no
longer makes financial or functional sense.

FIVE LAST, IMPORTANT IDEAS.
When selecting a cloud-based digital
transformation sources your criteria needs to
expand beyond a standard, historical evaluation
process centered on functionality and features.
Top Tier One cloud providers offer virtually the
same standard capabilities.
The Smart Money Companies have found the key
cloud evaluation criteria must now include the
following more subjective elements:
1.

Service Organization vs. a Sales Organization: With
cloud transformation providers taking over many
functions previously performed your organization,
any new cloud transformation efffort must assess
the reliability and effectiveness of the provider’s
ability to manage services such as security, on-going
support and responsiveness to future need and
requirement.

2.

A Real Partnership: Any digital transformation
project is selecting a partner to work with for
the next decade or more. Consider their culture,
leadership, cost sharing and financial strength.

3.

Flexibility: All cloud platforms should not eliminate
current competitive business advantage. Ensure the
ability and flexibility to create and maintain company
specific processes on the chosen transformation
partner.
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4.

Customer Integration : With transformation
customization virtually eliminated by modern
cloud platforms, you need to select a partner that
provides and encourages your input for future
capabilities that improves their platform and your
business success.

5.

Best User Experience: User experience drives
adoption, utilization and productivity. Don’t
overlook the way the transformation solution
interacts with users, the form factor options and
how easily support is available from within the
solution option. Today’s modern employees demand
modern, responsive and capable user interfaces for
their business tools.

If you want to know more about how to
practically implement these evaluation criteria in
your clooud-based digital transformation project,
put a capable, experienced, knowledgeable,
technical and neutral third-party on your team.
Get the only CLEARADVOCATE that ensures
that your business transformation project effort
is a success.
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